
GEOLOGY & HISTORIC MINING WORK

LAND OWNERSHIP

LOCAL & NATIONAL PLAN INFORMATION & DESIGNATIONS

NOISE & VISUAL INTRUSION (Using rig specific information)

ENVIRONMENTAL & CONSERVATION DESIGNATIONS
(Uses up to date GIS databases with access to 100`s of designations) 

HIGHWAY & SITE ACCESS ROUTING

UTILITIES

ELECTRICITY & GAS CONNECTIONS

CHOSEN WELL LOCATION
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CARTOGRAPGHY SERVICES

NF Cubed has extensive knowledge and experience in producing 

accurate mapping for the energy industry using the latest data available 

to the market.  

We have experience in site selection both in physical site visits for site 

evaluation, and mapping multiple level designation & policy information 

to ensure best site selection for planning permissions and licence 

applications.  

NF Cubed are used to working with multiple land agents, councils and 

authorities ensuring that precise information is available to aid discussion 

and project progression.

We have produced drawings for over 100 planning applications including 

EIA drawing packages.  These packages have ensured that all the 

information is correct and present first time, resulting in fewer delays in 

receiving successful planning consents.

This service also offers technical drawing capabilities and has produced 

many site layout drawings and site elevation drawings for multiple rigs.  

The site designs have been worked on with many onshore rig operators 

to ensure they adhere to industry health & safety standards along with 

rig company working regulations. 

NF Cubed has worked with many consultants over the years making 

sure the information and drawings needed are supplied by quality 

specialists where needed.  We provide a QA service that overlooks any 

external production ensuring it meets the requirements.

Many of our clients have used this service to help aid internal 

discussions on field development, gain successful planning consents 

and for attracting potential investment.  

Why not get in touch to see what we can do for you.....

NF Cubed Limited   Edinburgh   Scotland     07786 547 099     nfucbed.comt w


